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 Friedkin's CRUISING,

 Ghetto Politics, and Gay Sexuality

 It's over a year since thousands of gay men and lesbians demonstrated and rioted in
 the streets of Greenwich Village in protest against Billy Friedkin's film Cruising. Despite
 the attempts to halt location production, the film was completed-although approx-
 imately 60% over budget as a result of the disruption-and released in February, 1980.
 Its screenings were picketed all over North America, and the San Francisco headquarters
 of the Transamerica Corporation, whose subsidiary United Artists distributed the film,
 was guarded by riot police. (San Francisco mayor Diane Feinstein later billed Trans-
 america for the expense of this protection.)

 The protests deserve reflection for two reasons. First, they are politically significant
 because they represent the successful mobilization of large segments of the gay male
 ghetto community in New York City (and, to a lesser extent, in a number of other North
 American centers) over the issue of our consistent exploitation by the media. The riots
 themselves demonstrate our ability to organize mass militant action to challenge hege-
 monic social and sexual relations.

 Secondly, the protests are important because they bring to the fore a number of contra-
 dictions within the gay community itself: contradictions about our overall political
 strategy, about our sexuality and its expression, and about the representation of gay social
 and sexual practice in a post-industrial capitalist society.

 Considered quite apart from its context-if possible--Cruising' is an unremarkable
 and muddled detective thriller. Al Pacino plays an undercover cop assigned to investigate
 a series of brutal murders of patrons of gay bars and cruising areas on lower Manhattan.
 Pacino moves to the West Village-leaving his girlfriend in her uptown flat-and quickly
 assumes the costume that will identify him as a member of that sector of the gay community
 involved with leather and S&M: tight jeans and black leather wristbands, vest, and boots.
 At night he cruises bars and parks. The man he mistakenly thinks is the killer picks him up
 one night, ties him up on a hotel bed and, we presume, is about to fuck him when the cops
 enter and drag him off to the station where they beat him in an attempt to extract a
 confession. Finally, in an overtly sexual but somehow unconvincing tryst in Riverside
 Park, Pacino gets his man. But by this time, Pacino is unsure of his own sexual identity, and
 there is a suggestion that he himself kills the last of the many victims in the movie. On its
 own terms, Cruising is an aesthetically shoddy product: the lifeless and insipid dialogue is
 worsened by mediocre acting-Pacino, for example, spends most of the film standing
 around looking nervous; he's not allowed to show any of the brilliance of Serpico or Dog
 Day Afternoon. The film has received exceedingly negative treatment by critics, both gay
 and straight.2

 'Cruising, directed by William Friedkin. Produced by Jerry Weintraub. Lorimar Productions, 1980.
 Distributed by United Artists.

 2See especially Geoffrey Stokes, "Cruising Vague, Friedkin More So," Village Voice, February 11, 1980;
 Andrew Sarris, "Cruising Into Confusion," Village Voice, February 18, 1980; James M. Saslow, "Friedkin's

 98
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 Cruising 99

 The script, which Friedkin himself wrote, is based on the 1970 novel of the same name
 by Gerald Walker, an editor of the New York Times Magazine.3 It is also drawn, as the
 United Artists promotional material documents in great detail, from police files on a series
 of "actual crimes" against gay men between 1962 and 1979, most of them brutal killings.4
 Friedkin found all of this very interesting and asked two cops who worked with him on The
 French Connection, Randy Jurgensen and Sonny Grosso, for assistance. Jurgensen and
 Grosso--who, incidentally, have a history of undercover work in the gay community-
 dressed Friedkin up in leather and toured him around what he referred to in his New York
 Times interview last summer as "the gay underworld-that part of the gay world that is
 closely involved with sex and drugs. It seemed to me to be very exciting." He went on,
 "And unreal. And outside my own experience."5
 Given Friedkin's filmmaking history, he probably thought he was making a vaguely
 "political" movie in which the police came off as badly as anyone. In Cruising, he has the
 cops threatening to arrest a gay man unless he gives them a blow job, and beating up gay
 suspects apparently as a matter of routine. These aspects of the film should not be
 overlooked.

 But placed in the context of a marginalized and stigmatized community, the film raises
 a number of very disturbing questions. An early draft of the script was leaked to Village
 Voice columnist Arthur Bell last spring. By the time location filming in the West Village
 gay ghetto in July, the film had become a matter of public debate, and disruptive action
 was well underway. Philip Shehadi has summed up the postition of many of the organizers
 of these actions in this way:

 We claimed the film falsely and viciously misrepresents our sexuality to an American public
 largely ignorant of gay life. That it showed violence and murder to be the natural outcome of
 cruising and gay sex. That it would encourage physical assaults-even killings-of gay men. That
 it would cast a shadow of fear over sexual encounters. Some said that the filming should be
 stopped at all costs, others said it should merely be moved out of a gay neighborhood that
 obviously didn't want it, and still others argued that the protests should aim at altering the content
 of the script.6

 This last objective of the protests was to some extent achieved. A disclaimer has been
 added to the beginning of the film which states that it "is not intended as an indictment of
 the homosexual world. It is set in one small segment of that world, which is not meant to be
 representative of the whole." The cops also talk about this "world" as "not part of the
 mainstream of gay life." It is unclear precisely what Friedkin had in mind with these
 statements. There is the implicit suggestion-and it's undoubtedly a more profound one

 Folly," Advocate, March 20, 1980; Robin Wood, "Cruising," Toronto Clarion, March 1980; Tim Guest, "The
 Boycott May Have Worked," FUSE magazine, May 1980; Michael Bronski, "Cruising," Gay Community News,
 March 1980; Roger Ansell, "Mean Streets," The New Yorker, February 18, 1980.

 3Gerald Walker, Cruising (New York: Bantam, 1980).
 4The United Artists press kit also contained a report by two New York criminologists entitled "The

 Homosexual as Crime Victim."

 5Outside Friedkin's experience, indeed, as evidenced by his account of how he had prepared for his production
 of Boys in the Band in 1970. He went to stay with author Mart Crowley on Fire Island, since Crowley was "more
 expert on the scene." "I had never had a homosexual experience," Friedkin went on, lisping: "One night we
 visited the meat rack. It's a gigantic pit with 200 or 300 guys on a daisy chain balling each other in the ass. One guy
 got real close to me. He said, 'I think you're cute,' and I turned around and got out of there as quick as my legs
 could take me." (Reported in "Bells Tells," Village Voice, July 16, 1979.)

 6Philip Shehadi, "Cruising: How Dangerous?" Gay Community News, February 23, 1980.
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 100 Unequal Developments

 than Friedkin is aware of-that the leather scene, unlike that of the "good" or "normal"
 gay man, is the dark locus of evil, of desire. This is a suggestion reinforced by the film's
 character structure. Cruising, which takes place mostly at night in the movie, is shown to
 be principally an activity of men dressed in leather. Other characters-particularly Ted
 Bailey, the last man murdered-are seen only in daylight, and speak of being repelled by
 cruising and "promiscuous" sexual activity.
 The portrayals of cruising as a dangerous activity was recognized by Paul Sorvino, who

 plays the detective in the movie, when he first read the script:

 I don't know how a gay person will react to Cruising, not being one myself, but the screenplay
 shows a truthful, tragic series of occurrences. It shows that being gay is dangerous to begin with,
 and being drawn to that kind of violence is unfortunate.7

 At the request of Pacino, all but the most obscure references to his character's developing
 crisis over his sexuality were dropped. And Friedkin has gone so far as to say that the script
 was changed, at the request of gay friends of his, to make the killer himself into a hetero-

 sexual--a claim that the film by the way will not at all substantiate. While Friedkin might
 be proud of these "concessions," my own feeling is that they do severe damage to the
 aesthetic integrity of the film; and that they call into question the intentions of its director.
 Friedkin has turned the essentially liberal argument against the film-that it doesn't

 properly represent gay society-to his advantage by arguing that his intention was to
 represent only a segment of that society. But any film that so insistently blurs its meaning,
 trades on ignorance about homosexuality, and refuses to treat in any but the most shallow
 way the links among violence, desire, and authority, must of necessity distort the character
 of even that "segment" of gay society it purports to address.

 The demonstrations against Cruising were the subject of considerable controversy
 within the gay community. More than 500 gay men were paid $50 a day-more if they
 appeared semi-nude or engaged in sex-to participate in the film as extras. In his frequent
 defenses of his film, Friedkin has argued that its depiction of the gay leather scene is
 "realistic." This is a claim many of the extras-most of them habitues of the waterfront
 leather bars-have supported. The New York ghetto community was thus effectively
 polarized by the film. Both extras and protesters claimed greater numbers, and
 accusations were flung between the groups throughout the location filming. Yet the effect
 of this polarity was not further to divide the ghetto community, but to foreground a
 number of contradictions already present in American gay politics. It seems clear that both
 the extras and the protesters-who not only marched in demonstrations but followed the
 crew around the village, spontaneously disrupting production with whistles and antics-
 were aware of the issues involved in their actions, given the amount of publicity that had
 occurred. They were able to come to opposing conclusions while remaining well within the
 ideological confines of the gay movement. Moreover, neither position-to participate in
 the film or to oppose it-was characterized by a unity of purpose or conviction. Within
 each there were any number of contradictions.
 Six of the extras have been extensively interviewed by John Devere, editor of Mandate

 magazine, for a cover story entitled "The Men of Cruising." They talk about the movie and
 what it has to do with their lives, their politics. Many of them fear that the film's

 7Reported in "Bells Tells," July 16, 1979.
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 violence is in some ways exploitative, yet express a confusing willingness to go along with
 it:

 I think we're living in a very weird time. I've seen four incidents of fag-baiting recently, before
 the filming of Cruising started. Movies are powerful, but they don't create the violence. The
 movie is reflecting violence, not creating it.8

 The relation the violence in the movie bears to the violence of everyday life for gay men has
 been a central issue in the Cruising controversy. To speak of one as being either the
 "reflection" or the "cause" of the other, even if we had the means to do so, seems facile.
 But the question of violence in the representation of an oppressed community is an
 important one. We can legitimately ask how the violence in Cruising is structured. To what
 extent does the film understand violence as a component of not only murder, but of social
 and sexual relations in general? More importantly, when violence is presented as the
 exercise of power by one person or group over another, how does this align with the
 general power dynamic in society?

 The victims in the film are all gay. They all cruise for casual sex. The one murderer
 we're sure of is also gay. Rather a "deranged" gay, according to the film's cliche
 psychologizing: he grew up deprived of his father's love and respect, and is infertile. The
 presentation of the killer's character is so incoherent, however, that an analysis of his place
 in the film is difficult. Friedkin has further complicated the matter by claiming that neither
 the known killer nor Pacino (the other likely killer) is gay. This sexual and psychological
 ambiguity would be a healthy one if it were developed further-if, indeed, it were
 extended to the gay characters themselves. But it is precisely here, with the overtly gay
 characters, that the overall structure of Cruising becomes for a moment visible. All of the
 gay relations in the film (most of which have something to do with S&M) are violent, and
 at least one of the locations Friedkin uses for general cruising scenes as well as a murder
 (The Rambles in Central Park) has in the last couple of years increasingly been the scene of
 brutal attacks on gay men by straight men. The one thing that does seem clear about all of
 this is that Friedkin is confused about the links between sadomasochism, violence,
 "promiscuity," and homosexuality. Simply put, his perspective is that of the voyeur.

 Not surprisingly, the defensiveness of many of the extras in Cruising is couched in the
 mystificatory terminology of "free speech": "Even if Friedkin is doing an exploitation
 film, he has the right." 9 Devere's wording is perhaps more sinister: "Anybody has the right
 to make any film he damn well chooses; that's what freedom in America is all about,
 folks."' o This defense of the film has been taken up by the gay press as well. Both the
 Advocate and the San Francisco Sentinel have defended Friedkin's right to "free
 speech. "1 Perhaps the most eloquent defender of Friedkin's civil liberties is gay novelist

 S"The Men of Cruising," Mandate, February 1980, p. 19.
 9Mandate, February 1980, p. 19.
 1OJohn Devere, "On the Set of Cruising," Mandate, February 1980, p. 49.
 1" United Artists has done everything possible to use this debate to their advantage. A press release shortly

 before the opening of the film stated: "At a time when individual dignity and the right to decide for oneself are so
 important ... United Artists invites individual moviegoers to see Cruising and evaluate it for themselves."

 Debate over Cruising and the issues of freedom of the press and censorship has been going on in the press
 since last summer. See Shehadi; Bronski; Devere; Guest; Scott Tucker, "Sex, Death, and Free Enterprise," The
 Body Politic, November 1979; Dorothy J. Samuels, "Cruising: The 1st Amendment Comes First," Village Voice,
 August 27, 1979; see also an exhausting exchange carried on in the columns and letters page of The Body Politic,
 December 1979 through May 1980; and the letters page of Gay Community News in the same period.
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 and ideologue John Rechy-who has had difficulty publishing his books in England (they
 present too "positive" a view of homosexuality, publishers have claimed). In a front-page
 article in the Voice, entitle "A Case for Cruising," Rechy raises the spectre of censorship:

 Where shall the line be drawn, and by whom? Is Roots offensive for showing against blacks?

 Holocaust against Jews? Shall television news clips exposing war atrocities--factors in ending
 the Vietnam war-be censored? And news stories of murders and kidnappings? What about
 Looking for Mr. Goodbar and Hard Core, both of which contain gross scenes of heterosexual
 brutality rendered even more offensive by posturings of morality and gratituitous anti-
 homosexual implications. And Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange? ... May the same argument
 be used against a film made by homosexuals and opposed by heterosexuals?12

 And so forth. What these arguments overlook is that the power to censor is not ours in the
 first place. It rests in the hands of the State and those who control the media. The notion of
 freedom underlying the arguments of Rechy and others is the limited one fashioned after a
 "free market" economy. Those who own or control the media are allowed to print or film
 what they wish; the community, on the other hand, is a passive audience whose freedom is
 limited to their right to purchase in the marketplace.'"
 That this debate is taking place at such an impoverished level indicates the failure of the

 male-dominated sectors of the gay movement since the mid-seventies. The women's
 movement, by contrast, has long since challenged the notions of "free speech" and
 censorship in the debates that have taken place over pornography.
 The most common strategy of the gay male movement in recent years has been one

 whose primary objective is the achievement of civil rights for gay people. Much of recent
 gay political activity-such as lobbying legislatures for "no discrimination" laws, or
 running gay candidates in municipal elections-is informed by just such a strategy. At its
 most extreme, however, it is a strategy of assimilation, as demonstrated by the
 unsuccessful pro-gay campaign in the Dade County, Florida, referendum to repeal a no-
 discrimination ordinance for gay people. Run principally by gay businessmen, the
 "professional" campaign was based on expensive advertising that presented the issue as
 one of "human rights." Gay sexuality was considered too hot a topic, as was so-called child
 molestation-the main ammunition in the opposition, led by Anita Bryant. The organizers
 discouraged openly gay people from walking precincts, and the large Cuban community
 was ignored out of fear that the issue of homosexuality would "inflame" them.
 By contrast, the Briggs Initiative in California-a proposed law whereby a school

 employee could be fired if his or her words could be interpreted as "advocating homo-
 sexuality"-was defeated by a broadly-based coalition that cut across class, race, and
 gender lines, and saw itself as a defense against attacks from the right. Myriad grass-roots
 organizations worked toward the same end, but in specialized ways that faced "contro-
 versial" issues head on.14

 Moreover, it is with the anti-Briggs campaign that we can recognize as being no longer

 'ZJohn Rechy, "A Case for Cruising," The Village Voice, August 6, 1979.
 '3A cogent demystification of this issue is Leo Casey and Gary Kinsman, "Whose Freedom and Whose Press?"

 The Body Politic, May 1980.
 "'The best analyses of the anti-Briggs campaign are to be found in Michael Ward and Mark Freeman,

 "Defending Gay Rights: The Campaign Against the Briggs Initiative in California," Radical America, July-
 August 1979; Socialist Review, no. 45; Philip Derbyshire, "Right to Rebel: An Interview with Amber
 Hollibaugh," Gay Left, no. 9; Michael Merrill, "No On 6: The Battle for California," The Body Politic, October
 1978.
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 particularly useful a distinction between gay male strategy and a women's and lesbian
 strategy. The contradictions of radical feminist analysis, for example, have in the past few
 years become as clear to gay men as the shortcomings of our own politics have to women.
 The anti-Briggs campaign indicates, I think, a struggle to recast the elements of this
 antagonism in order to move the entire discussion onto a more dialectical level.
 Not unlike the anti-Briggs action, the organized protests against Cruising reveal a
 progressive and militant strategy of confronting bigotry. On the evening of July 26, 1979,
 over 8,000 people gathered in Sheridan Square, Greenwich Village, to protest the film.
 Charles Brydon, Co-Executive Director of the National Gay Task Force, was booed off
 the speaker's platform when he "deplored violence" as a tactic for stopping the film. In the
 march that followed, the "non-violent" marshals sought to mediate between cops and
 crowd, and in so doing not only threatened to defuse the anger of the marchers but led
 them into situations in which they were surrounded by club-wielding cops and were unable
 to defend themselves. The marshals were later accused of taking directions from the cops
 in the ensuing riot. During the week that followed, the riots continued throughout the
 Village: windows were smashed, cars overturned, technical equipment on Friedkin's set
 damaged.s5 In San Francisco last May, the same dynamic characterized the riots which
 followed the announcement of the sentencing of Dan White (the murderer of Harvey Milk
 and George Moscone). These actions represent radical breaks from the dominant strategy
 of the gay male movement in the seventies. Gay men were clearly out for more than "the
 freedom to do what straights do."'6
 The most persistent argument made in the interviews with gay extras in Cruising is as
 much a defense of limitless sexual expression as it is of the film's attempts to render that
 expression:

 The whole gay movement is about freedom of expression. Isn't the image of gays this movie
 depicts better than suggesting that all homosexuals are nellie faggots? All gay people are not the
 same. It's important that people see this segment of gay life. We're everywhere. There's one in
 every family."7

 This passage indicates the complexity of the issues surrounding Cruising. Its line of
 argument is generated by a number of impulses. The notion that "we are everywhere," for
 example, has been part of gay liberation since its earliest days.
 Another common current in that ideology is the defense of a free, "promiscuous"
 lifestyle. The most systematic theorist of this lifestyle as it has come to be practiced,
 particularly in North American culture, is Guy Hocquenghem.'8 What distinguishes gay
 men, Hocquenghem argues, is that our desire flows creatively in all directions and is not
 limited by identity. Cruising is the most rewarding kind of sexual experience because it is

 '5In a bid letter to film distribution executives, United Artists spoke of the riots as a "major selling point."
 '6See Pam David and Lois Helmbold, "San Francisco: Courts and Cops vs Gays," Radical America, July-
 August 1979; Robin Hardy and Tim McCaskell, "Night of Rage," The Body Politic, July 1979; Randy Shilts,
 "The Life and Death of Harvey Milk," Christopher Street.
 "7Mandate, February 1980, p. 12.
 '8Guy Hocquenghem, Homosexual Desire (1972) (London: Allison and Busby, 1978); L'Apres-mai desfaunes
 (Paris: Grasset, 1974); Co-ire: Album systimatique de l'enfance (Recherches, no. 22, 1976); La dirive homo-
 sexuelle (Paris: Editions Universitaires, 1977); Comment nous appelez-vous ddja? ces hommes que l'on dit
 homosexuelles (Paris: Calmann-Levy, 1977); La beauti du metis (Paris: Ramsay, 1977); Race d'Erp (with Lionel
 Soukaz); see also Stephen Greco, "Guy Hocquenghem: Conversation with a Gay Philosopher-Filmmaker,"
 Advocate, February 21, 1980; and reviews of Hocquenghem's work in Gay Left, nos. 7 and 9.
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 non-exclusive and depersonalized: we direct our desire immediately to its object-yet do
 not exclude other objects.'" A gay politics, Hocquenghem says, ought to advance an
 "americanized" desire of non-romanticized, non-exclusive, non-privatized sexual activity;
 and strive for the abolition of the difference between public and private life. In a recent re-
 evaluation of Cruising, Scottie Ferguson argues that the film takes just such a position:

 . one must view Friedkin's extremely negative attitude toward the police as so much else in
 the film, on a purely metaphorical level. Here the reactionary, deadening world of the police
 represents restraint and closure whereas the gay lifestyle represents a universe of open
 possibilities. 20

 Ferguson's position makes sense only if we ignore the film's attempts to identify the cops
 with the leather and S&M scenes-witness the interrogation episode in which a cop
 dressed only in black boots, jock strap and cowboy hat beats a gay suspect.
 But Hocquenghem's logic needs to be criticized in broader terms. Isn't his argument

 one that reduces the very complex realities of male sexuality to an essentialist opposition
 between individual freedom and the State? It seems to me that the nature of this

 opposition makes Hocquenghem's position readily assimilable into libertarian and liberal
 analyses, despite its anarchist posturings.

 One of the thrusts of the early gay movement-which, after all, owed a great deal to
 sixties countercultural politics-was the advocating of an unrestricted and polymorphous
 expression of desire. In the past decade, that desire has been given shape by the social and
 ecomonic structure of the burgeoning urban gay ghetto. Sexual relations have to some
 extent taken on the highly commercial and commodified nature of the ghetto itself, as
 Laud Humphreys has suggested:

 Cruising for "one-night-stands" is a major feature of the market economy of sex. In The Wealth
 of Nations Adam Smith postulated the ideal form of human relationship as being specific,
 depersonalized, short-term, and contractual. This capitalist ideal is realized in the sex exchange
 of the homosexual underworld perhaps more fully than in any other social group, and the
 cruising scene of the gay world may continue for another hundred years or more.21

 Thus, in the colder reality of the late seventies, it would seem that the utopian promise of
 true sexual liberation has been betrayed. Many gay men have found that an inclusionary
 and "impersonal" sexual practice as it has been determined is not something to be
 celebrated. "After much soul-searching," writes an extra,

 I think promiscuity and vanity are not very spiritually rewarding. Strong family, piety, restraint

 '9A similar, though I think far more impoverished argument has recently been made by Donald Symons in The
 Evolution of Human Sexuality (Oxford, 1980), pp. 292-305. Gay men, he argues, are the purest specimens of
 male erotic identity. By frequently participating in readily available and commitment-free sex with strangers, we
 are manifesting a species-typical activity: "Many homosexual men achieve in reality the kind of sexual contacts
 that most heterosexual men can only fantasize about." Our sexual relations are not "constrained" by the straight
 male "necessity to compromise male and female desires and dispositions." The price we pay for this distinction,
 Symons argues, is the "satisfaction of other desires, such as those for intimacy and security." One might be more
 sympathetic to the suggestive moments in Symons' thesis if his biologism did not blind him to the fact that
 sexuality is above all a social activity.

 20Scottie Ferguson, "Cruising: The Film as Film: A Different Critical View," Advocate, April 17, 1980, p. 20.
 2 Laud Humphreys, "New Styles in Homosexual Manliness," The Homosexual Dialectic (Garden City:

 Prentice-Hall, 1972), p. 66.
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 are the things society has traditionally been built on. Times change, but we've got to find
 something strong to build on, as gays.22

 Perhaps even more cynical is John Devere's conclusion about Cruising:

 The most positive benefit of Cruising would be for it to make gay men examine their
 promiscuity, the areas they frequent, the type of sex they seek out, even the thrill of danger-
 examine all that, and if they continue to live that sort of promiscuous life, to live it carefully and
 responsibly. The life we save may be our own.23

 Some men protested the making of the film precisely because it depicted a "promiscuous"

 -not to mention tawdry or frightening--lifestyle. And many of them were clearly
 uncomfortable with the increasing fascination of gay men with leather and S&M.
 In fact, if there were an image that could bring together the contentiousness of this
 issue, it would be that of what John Rechy called "the new homosexual," that is, the
 macho gay man. A repeated argument of the men interviewed by Mandate was that
 Cruising would counter stereotypes of effeminate men with images of strong men able to
 defend themselves:

 When I protested on Gay Liberation Day back in June, the TV cameras were always on the
 queens. On the set of Cruising, there were men. This movie is going to destroy stereotypes, and
 even if it creates other stereotypes, it's positive. Macho straight men have a long way to go to be
 as much of a man as I am.24

 The protestors themselves were discredited in a number of other ways: extras joined the
 corporate media in calling them "outside agitators," "socialists," "emotionally disturbed
 militants, fat dykes, and sissy fluffs."25 A cop, in describing the demonstrators, seems to
 have had a similar point of view: "These pansies are trying to act like men. I think they
 ought to be decapitated. "26 Moreover, it was widely felt among the extras interviewed that
 the demonstrators didn't want the leather world to be seen by straight people. To be sure,
 some men protested the film for just these reasons. On the other hand, many of the
 protestors were themselves part of the leather scene and identified themselves that way.

 It is possible to isolate within this debate a number of conflicts within the gay
 community which can be situated historically. Debate over the ghetto, and particularly
 over S&M, has been going on for some time. In the period that immediately followed
 Stonewall, there was a considerable production of radical and leftist analyses of gay
 oppression-particularly on the part of the various Gay Liberation Fronts in North
 American and European centers. Carl Wittman's "Refugees from Amerika: A Gay
 Manifesto" (1969) is fairly representative of these analyses insofar as it deals with the
 effects of the advancement of capital into the ghetto:

 We are refugees from Amerika. So we came to the ghetto--and as other ghettos, it has its
 negative and positive aspects. Refugee camps are better than what preceded them, or people
 never would have come. But they are still enslaving inasmuch as we are limited to being
 ourselves there and only there.

 22Mandate, February 1980, p. 19.
 23Mandate, February 1980, p. 50.
 24Mandate, February 1980, p. 14. This sentiment fits in quite nicely with Symons' thesis, mentioned above.
 25Mandate, February 1980, p. 49.
 26Richard Goldstein, "Why the Village Went Wild," Village Voice, August 6, 1979, p. 18.
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 Ghettos breed self-hatred. We stagnate here, accepting the status quo. And the status quo is
 rotten. We are all warped by our oppression, and in the helplessness of the ghetto we blame
 ourselves rather than our oppressors.
 Ghettos breed exploitation: Landlords realize they can charge exorbitant rents and get away

 with it, because there is a limited area which is safe to live in. The Mafia control of bars and baths

 in New York is only an extreme example of outside money controlling our institutions for their
 profit. In San Francisco, the Tavern Guild is in favor of maintaining the ghetto, because it is
 through the ghetto culture that they make a buck. We crowd their bars not because of their
 merit, but because of the absence of any other social institutions.27

 There were other positions taken. In response to what they found to be sexism in the male-
 dominated gay lib movement, three men broke off to form an "Effeminist Movement" in
 1970. Their analysis of an emergent male ghetto, and of the diversity of sexual experiences
 which consequently become more visible, is more characteristic of radical feminist
 analyses-and thus is significantly different from Wittman's:

 The male Principle, as exhibited in the last ten thousand years, is chiefly characterized by an
 appetite for objectification, role-playing, and sadism.
 ... Masculine bias, thus, appears in our behavior whenever we act out the following

 categories, regardless of which element in each pair we are most drawn to at any given moment:
 subject/object; dominant/submissive; master/slave; butch/femme. All of these false dichoto-
 mies are inherently sexist, since they express the desire to be masculine or to possess the
 masculine in someone else. The racism of white faggots often reveals the same set of polarities,
 regardless of whether they choose to act out the dominant or submissive role with black or third-
 world men. In all cases, only by rejecting the very terms of these categories can we become
 effeminists. This means explicitly rejecting, as well, the objectification of people based on such
 things as age; body; build; color, size or shape of facial features, eyes, hair, genitals; ethnicity or
 race; physical or mental handicap; life-style; sex. We must therefore strive to detect and expose
 every embodiment of The Male Principle, no matter how and where it may be enshrined and
 glorified, including those arenas of faggot objectification (bars, baths, docks, parks) where
 power-dominance, as it operates in the selecting of roles and objects, is known as "cruising."28

 These "arenas of faggot objectification" have in the intervening ten years multiplied and
 diversified; and they are, of course, the subject of Friedkin's film. Friedkin, though, seems
 drawn to the leather scene in particular; the biggest difference between his script and
 Walker's novel is in its focus on this particular aspect of gay male sexual practice.
 What is commonly, though very sloppily, referred to as "leather and S&M" is also a

 part of gay society that invites misinterpretation-by gay and straight people alike. The
 debate on this matter that has taken shape in the last few years turns around a number of
 issues: the place and use of violence, feigned or otherwise, in personal relations; the nature
 of male sexuality; the function of gender; and the connections between power relations
 and desire itself.29

 27Carl Wittman, "Refugees from Amerika: A Gay Manifesto," San Francisco Free Press, December 22-
 January 7, 1980. Reprinted in The Homosexual Dialectic.

 28Steven Dansky, John Knoebel, and Kenneth Pitchford, "The Effeminist Manifesto," Double F: A Magazine
 of Effeminism, reprinted in Jon Snodgrass, ed., For Men Against Sexism: A Book of Readings (Times Change,
 1977), p. 116.

 29An adequate sense of the debate over gay male S&M could be gathered from the following: Ian Young, John
 Stoltenberg, Lyn Rosen, and Rose Jordan, "Forum on Sado-Masochism, Lavender Culture, Karla Jay and Allen
 Young, eds. (Jove, 1978); Michael Bronski, "Perspectives on Gay Male S&M: Learning to Love the Body," Gay
 Community News, February 23, 1980; see also Gilles Deleuze, Masochism: An Interpretation of Coldness and
 Cruelty (Braziller, 1971), which, unfortunately, is temporarily out of print.
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 While I cannot develop my position in this debate at length here, its parameters must
 be recognized in order for us to come to an understanding of our own social practice as gay
 men. It is important to note from the outset that the popular use of the term S&M takes in a
 number of activities: bondage, whipping, urination and defecation, the wearing of leather,
 and the use of objects or devices or rituals in lovemaking. Gay S&M is also characterized
 by an impulse to explore the intersection of power and trust in sexual activity. One of the
 crucial questions to be resolved is that of the structural relationship these various
 activities-and after all they have little in common other than their taboo status-bear to
 the distribution of power in our society. Critics of S&M (and not all of them adopt the
 simple equations of the Effeminists) claim that such practices re-enact the violence straight
 society inflicts on gay people; and that in their apparently rigid acceptance of established
 gender role behavior, they negate and ridicule the position of women.
 I would argue for a more dialectical understanding of the relationship between social
 structures and erotic practice. For example, to the extent that it is an imaginative activity,
 S&M challenges and reconstructs social and psychological structures as much as it
 reinforces them. Michael Bronski has written:

 In the real world the fantasies of those in power (police, government, doctors, psychiatrists) do
 affect us. But the power in the S/M relationship is not used by one person against another; there
 is an agreement to use the power with another; I do not allow myself to be used by someone else
 (or to use them), but rather, we agree to set up a situation to explore power and tension. By
 doing this the power is divested of its ability to hurt.30

 In one of the few moments of wit in Cruising, Friedkin comes close to understanding the
 function of this role-playing in gay male sexual practice. Pacino goes to a bar which is
 having a "Precinct Night." A room full of homosexuals are disguised as cops. Pacino,
 however, is disguised as a homosexual. His cover blown, he is forced to leave. Pity that
 Friedkin does not follow through with the suggestiveness of this scene. Finally, I think that
 a very interesting analysis could be made of gay male S&M as a kind of social etiquette.

 In any case, it is crucial that any discussion of sexual practices be quite specific about
 both its participants and the circumstances and context in which it takes place. Moreover,
 the sexual dynamic between men is of course very different from that between women, or
 between men and women. These are distinctions Friedkin seems to be unaware of. In the

 penultimate scene of Cruising, Pacino's girlfriend dresses up in his adopted leather gear
 and then comes to him. The suggestion-and it is one some critics have been quick to
 endorse3 '-is that the potentially liberatory aspects of gay S&M will now be transferred to
 Pacino's relationship with the woman. I find this suggestion astoundingly naive; it assumes
 that one can merely switch sexes without fundamentally altering the structuration of
 power.

 The most recent contributions to this debate have been over the issue of "lesbian

 S&M." It would seem that lesbians, too, must move through the question of power in
 social and sexual relations, and emerge with a critique of the mystificatory tendencies of
 "matriarchal" politics in the North American lesbian movement. In a reflection on this
 shift of an old debate to a new terrain, Mariana Valverde has indicated some of the
 contradictions of the "liberating discourse" of S&M:

 3oMichael Bronski, op. cit.
 3'Ferguson, Advocate, April 17, 1980, p. 20.
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 Women's sexuality is constantly expanding, and it now seems to have reached a new frontier
 (new for women; men have known about the secret pleasures of S&M at least since the Marquis
 de Sade). The question is: is this expansion the liberation of previously repressed desires, or is it
 the compulsive and endless production of desire? Ever-new forms of eroticism, yet more
 difficult positions, more bizarre pleasures... is this not too much like the production of ever
 more bizarre commodities characteristic of consumer capitalism?
 . The time is ripe for realizing that the endless production of sexual images and sexual

 practices that we are experiencing today is neither completely regressive (as the guardians of
 morality would have it) nor is it completely progressive (as certain advocates of "sexual
 liberation" would have it). As Foucault has argued, bourgeois society is not characterized by
 repression of the sexual as much as by its multiplication and intensification: there will always be
 yet another frontier, yet more shocking sex acts, and when faced with this sea of endlessly
 collapsing barriers we must stop to ask: Liberation for what?32

 Valverde points out, I think, one direction future discussion of S&M ought to take. I
 would also argue that such discussions should develop in a "sociological" way: What is the
 social organization of leather bars, baths, and meeting places? And isn't there, in fact, an
 increasing fascination with S&M? A satisfactory account of these matters will have to deal
 with what is surely the most crucial question of all: What is the function and structure of
 desire in S&M activity-and in fact, in erotic activity in general? Until we are able to come
 forward with a more systematic analysis of leather and S&M, I think it is important that we
 don't marginalize that sector of our community who practice it. Carl Wittman struck the
 appropriately cautionary note ten years ago:

 We've been called perverts long enough to be automatically suspicious of this word. Still many of
 us shrink from the idea of certain kinds of sex: with animals, sado/masochism, "dirty" sex
 (involving piss and shit). Right off, even before we take the time to learn any more, there are
 some things to get straight: . . .S/M, when consensual, can be described as a highly developed
 artistic endeavour, a ballet the constraints of which are thresholds of pain and pleasure.33

 A film that would explore the social complexity of S&M and the debate around it would
 be an interesting one indeed. On these grounds, Friedkin's film is a failure, for it provides
 utterly no understanding of the matter. "What makes Cruising such a bad (and offensive)
 movie," Michael Bronski has written in Gay Community News, "is not that it deals with gay
 murders, or the leather scene, or with S/M (all interesting and acceptable topics), but that
 it steadfastly refuses to deal with any of them. "34 The gay extras interviewed found the bar
 activity-and particularly the sex-in the film to be "real"; but because the film's
 explanation of the connections between sex and power, desire and violence, are so
 shallow, these scenes are gratuitous-and usually sensationalistic. There is some question
 as to whether film is in the first place the proper medium for such an investigation. Doesn't
 it by its very nature too easily sensationalize-especially, as in this case, when the
 community with which it is concerned functions with highly elaborated codes?
 Yet gay culture is something Hollywood seems increasingly to be fascinated with. Jerry

 Weintraub, the producer of Cruising, says of our ghetto: "It is visually exciting, erotic,

 32Valverde, The Bodily Politic, February 1980.
 33Carl Wittman, The Homosexual Dialectic, p. 167.
 34Michael Bronski, op. cit., p. 14.
 35Quoted from Variety in John Devere, Mandate, February 1980, p. 51.
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 sensual, horrifying, electric and imaginative. It has a life of its own."'35 This fatuous
 voyeurism comes at a moment in which gay men are struggling to explore the confines of
 that ghetto and determine what our relation to it ought to be-as individuals and as a
 collectivity.

 A final evaluation of Cruising must situate the film and the debate it has engendered in
 a larger historical context. For the purposes of this paper, I can only briefly suggest some of
 the directions such an analysis might want to follow out.

 The gay and women's movements have in the past few years made an increasing
 number of demands of North American society. Some of these demands can obviously be
 accommodated by a post-industrial capitalist state; others, I would argue, cannot. So at the
 same time that capitalism is attempting to accommodate itself to certain changes brought
 about by the gay and women's movements, there is the contradictory impulse to resist other
 changes-particularly ones that are potentially threatening to the organization of
 patriarchal society, such as the sexualization of children and youth, restructuration of
 gender roles, and women's control of their own bodies. Thus, women and gay men have
 lately been faced with the rising incidence of violent attacks; and the North American
 fundamentalist movement has combined with various organizations of the right to mount
 substantial opposition to both the women's and gay movements.

 It is in the mass media that this twin project of attack and recuperation is most visible.
 Gay people are now increasingly being referred to as "the new minority." 36 It would seem
 that the media's project is to expose our culture in order to defuse it of its radical
 components, and at the same time to co-opt gay signs and forms (for example, language,
 fashion, social and sexual "lifestyles") in order to draw them into mainstream North
 American culture. The parallels with Black, Latino, and other ethnic cultures are obvious.

 Cruising is a sterling example of that project of exploitation. Last summer's riots
 protesting against the film mark not only a more militant stance on the part of gay men, but
 a significant watershed in the history of the gay movement itself. The development of our
 politics in the past decade set the stage for these riots. Their impact has been
 considerable-particularly within our own community, for we have been forced to come to
 terms with the contradictions of our cultural and sexual practice. We can recognize that
 alongside moments of accommodation and integration into the dominant set of social and
 sexual relations, there are in our practice moments of considerable resistance to those
 relations. Further analysis and developments of these struggles will be necessary in order
 to build a successful gay politics in the dismal decade before us.

 Alexander Wilson

 36For a worthwhile reflection on the notion of a gay people as a "minority," see Ken Popert, "Dangers of the
 Minority Game," The Body Politic, May 1980.
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